A DEVELOPMENT MODEL MEETS PIRACY IN PARAGUAY
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INTRODUCTION

Often the best solution to Intellectual Property (IP) disputes is not to adjudicate through traditional, state-based, court systems (i.e., litigation), but instead, find alternatives, such as arbitration and mediation. This solution assumes there are strong institutions committed to the rule of law and there is access to justice for all actors in society. Unfortunately, in Paraguay, this is not always the case. Paraguay struggles with many challenges that come with underdevelopment. Paraguay, with the United States’ financial and technical assistance, has strengthened enforcement and prosecution efforts for IP violations in an attempt to counter organized criminal activity; but, these efforts are not enough in the face of economic hardship, culture, and institutional disinterest in defeating the scourge of piracy.

Indeed, alternative dispute resolution (ADR) is an advisable option to pursue, not just to settle IP disputes, but to resolve commercial disagreements as well. Paraguay has taken steps to use arbitration, but these endeavors have involved mostly medium and
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large enterprises. In an economy that is still based on soya and beef exports, and an illicit economy related to IP piracy that may rival the legitimate economy, it is difficult to make ADR for IP disputes a national priority. This very well is an issue of sequencing—designing the right reforms in the right order. First, Paraguay needs the rule of law, and then it can focus on desirable goals—such as ADR to settle IP disputes.

This essay will explore the dynamics behind Paraguay’s economy, political stability, legal culture, and geopolitical conditions that make the protection of IP rights a major challenge. Part I of this essay details Paraguay’s current condition in a socioeconomic, political, and developmental context. Part II of this essay explores how Paraguay’s lack of economic opportunities, relaxed enforcement regime, and cultural tradition create conditions where the counterfeiting industry flourishes. Part III of this essay examines some of the international IP rights agreements to which Paraguay is a party, and it examines how these agreements might help strengthen the IP rights regime in Paraguay. Part IV discusses the challenges inherent with chronic underdevelopment and provides some concluding thoughts about the issue of IP piracy in the context of the geopolitical challenges that confront Paraguay and the international community.

I. PARAGUAY: THE HEART OF SOUTH AMERICA

Paraguay is one of the poorest countries in the Western Hemisphere, and its economy is agriculturally-based. Paraguay has a

1. See José Antonio Moreno Rodriguez, Paraguay, in 1A WORLD ARBITRATION REPORTER 1, 5-7 (Loukas Mistelis et al. eds., 2d ed. 2010).
population of six and a half million inhabitants, and the majority of them are under the age of twenty-five; many of them lack the education to meaningfully participate in the global economy, except as unskilled agricultural workers involved in the export of a few agricultural goods. Paraguay has faced chronic underdevelopment, some of which was brought on by the decimation of its male population during the 1865-70 War of the Triple Alliance. The country has been playing catch-up ever since.

Paraguay is also a landlocked country with a long-time and well-deserved reputation as a haven for counterfeit goods. The export of pirated products—such as DVDs, featuring Hollywood films; music CDs; brand-named perfumes; popular video games; and pharmaceuticals—is big business in Paraguay. Paraguay’s failure to enforce IP rights has attracted criminal organizations to such a lucrative, but illegal industry. For example, both the fines and prosecution rate for IP rights violations are relatively low in Paraguay. In fact, one can simply walk downtown to the shopping malls in


5. “In the disastrous War of the Triple Alliance (1865-70)—between Paraguay and Argentina, Brazil, and Uruguay—Paraguay lost two-thirds of all adult males and much of its territory. It stagnated economically for the next half century.” See Paraguay, CIA WORLD FACTBOOK, http://ciaworldfactbook.us/south-america/paraguay (last visited Sept. 18, 2012).


7. “The informal sector traditionally forms an important part of the Paraguayan economy. Unregistered workers and vendors form an important part of the Paraguayan labor force, mostly in the activity of informal import and re-export of several goods, like electric appliances, cigarettes and liquor, among others. Paraguay has been known for some time as a conduit for counterfeit branded goods destined for other countries in South America.” IMF REPORT, supra note 4, at 16.

Ciudad del Este, Paraguay’s second largest city, and see countless counterfeited products being openly sold on the streets.9 Counterfeited goods and smuggling are part of Paraguay’s economy and both are socially accepted.10

IP piracy is a long-time, large, and informal sector of Paraguay’s economy.11 This informal market includes imported consumer goods that are subsequently exported to neighboring countries. Given the illicit nature of this industry, accurate economic measures are difficult to obtain.12 Nonetheless, the culture of IP piracy is well established in Paraguay’s society, as Paraguayans do not perceive piracy as a crime or, at worst, it is perceived as a victimless crime.13 A 2011 study showed how pervasive pirated goods are in Paraguay; the study noted that the percentage of personal computer (PC) software piracy rate for Paraguay is eighty-three percent.14

---

10. “Smuggling is a major occupation in the city, with some estimates putting the value of this black market at five times the national economy.” IMF REPORT, supra note 4, at 17.
II. PARAGUAY'S DOMESTIC EFFORTS TO FIGHT IP PIRACY

Even though a legal framework to enforce IP rights has been established, Paraguay has done little to meaningfully enforce IP rights. While there have been anti-money laundering laws in force since 1997, enforcement of IP rights has been sadly lacking. Domestic laws are only as good as the institutions that enforce them, and the national police and judiciary in Paraguay have little interest in stemming IP piracy because it is a lucrative business. Also, public employees in Paraguay have poor salaries, which allow corruption. As a result, the administration of justice is undermined when organized criminals influence public officials.

It is not surprising that Paraguay has been criticized by the United States Trade Representative in its annual Special 301 Priority Watch Report and subjected to Section 306 monitoring. The United States is focused on monitoring the implementation of the renewed Memorandum of Understanding on Intellectual Property Rights ("MOU") to strengthen the legal protection and enforcement of IP rights in Paraguay. Paraguay has made efforts to implement the MOU. For example, the Paraguay Penal Code was amended in 2009 and created new criminal laws that protected IP rights; the code also created an inter-departmental law enforcement unit to focus on IP piracy.

Despite these initiatives, IP piracy and counterfeiting are still flourishing in Paraguay, because Paraguay still has not dedicated enough resources to fight against this global scourge. Paraguay’s
failure to fund the fight against IP piracy was, in part, due to lack of political support from the previous administration—that of former Paraguayan President Fernando Lugo. The former administration focused on institution building and good governance, much of it through U.S. development assistance, including a multi-year financial commitment to build the Specialized Technical Unit—Unidad Técnica Especializada (UTE). In reality, however, President Lugo’s administration did little to assist UTE; the head of UTE, Colonel Felix Cruz; and lead a sustainable fight against IP piracy. To the contrary, President Lugo dismissed Cruz’ April 2012 efforts to convict citizens of Lebanon for counterfeiting CDs and DVDs. Under new President Federico Franco, however, this situation may improve, as the Paraguayan government seeks to improve relations with the U.S. government, which will require more efforts to stem IP piracy in Paraguay.

It is important to note that Paraguay is not the lone marketplace for pirated and counterfeit goods. Brazil remains on the 2012 U.S. Watch List, and Argentina remains on the 2012 U.S. Priority Watch List for both countries’ widespread availability of pirated and counterfeit goods. But, Paraguay remains a significant player because it is the central transit point for pirated product sent to its neighbors, and it also launders money related to these illicit activities. Paraguay’s much larger neighbors keep demanding more counterfeit goods from the land-locked country, where there are few economic

24. See id. at 25.
25. “[E]very day a significant number of Brazilian citizens cross the border to buy less-expensive products (mostly electronics). Smuggling is a major occupation in the city, with some estimates putting the value of this black market at five times
opportunities for the lower socioeconomic class. As the 2012 Special 301 Report suggests, Paraguay must intensify its customs enforcement, but without the cooperation of both Brazil and Argentina, Paraguay’s local efforts will be futile, as demand for counterfeit goods continues to grow in these countries.

III. REGIONAL EFFORTS OF PARAGUAY TO ENFORCE IP RIGHTS

Paraguay is a member of many international and regional organizations that provide international standards for the enforcement of IP rights and the suppression of financing terrorism through the profits from IP piracy. For example, “Paraguay is President Pro Tempore member of the Financial Action Task Force of South America Against Money Laundering, a Financial Action Task Force-type regional body.” Paraguay is also a party to the United Nations Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism. Further, Paraguay is a member of the Organization of American States.

Paraguay has participated in border protection initiatives with the Southern Common Market and the Union of South American Nations, and Paraguay is a founding member of Mercado Común del Sur (MERCOSUR). However, its MERCOSUR membership was

---

26. PARAGUAY REPORT, supra note 17, at 292.
suspended in June 2012 after the Paraguayan Senate impeached President Fernando Lugo. More importantly, as a member of the World Trade Organization, Paraguay has ratified the Trade-related Aspects on Intellectual Property Rights and it has a legal obligation to abide by its rules. Clearly Paraguay is under some international and regional pressure to harmonize and enforce international law and the regional commitments to which Paraguay has agreed.

But, regionalism is a double-edged sword because when Argentina or Brazil sneezes, Paraguay catches a cold. For example, the difficulties of a regional economic slowdown have affected Paraguay’s economy. With Argentina’s economy on the verge of collapse, its government has imposed restrictions on U.S. dollar exchanges. Brazil is also fighting the global financial crisis and has taken steps to restrict some imports. Yet, Paraguay’s permeable borders become even more attractive to importers who are willing to import legitimate products without the proper licenses and those willing to import illegitimate products, not just off-license, but completely counterfeited. Paraguay must also face the diplomatic ramifications that come with its membership in these international organizations, including sanctions, such as suspension of membership.

---


membership—a sanction that came with the Paraguayan Senate's impeachment of President Lugo.

In the chaos that political instability causes are the central challenges that Paraguay faces; this chaos makes the niceties of arbitration and mediation seem more of a luxury than a possibility. To make arbitration and mediation a viable option, Paraguay must first work on strengthening political institutions before it focuses on alternatives to long judicial processes for IP and other disputes. Cultural issues continue to get in the way of effective and sustainable action, and corruption is endemic. "Observers maintain that corruption remains a major impediment to the emergence of stronger democratic institutions and sustainable economic development in Paraguay."39

IV. THE GEOPOLITICAL CONTEXT

On the top of these deeply seated cultural issues, Paraguay's geopolitical challenges continue to mount. According to the International Monetary Fund, "Paraguay occupies a strategic position in the centre of South America."40 Poor border control allows unfettered and unregulated flow of drugs, weapons, people, and


38. In the 2011 Transparency International Corruption Perceptions Index, Paraguay received a score of 2.2 out of 10; it also ranks 154 out of the 183 countries surveyed. Corruption Perceptions Index 2011: Paraguay, TRANSPARENCY INT'L, http://www.transparency.org/country#PRY (last visited Oct. 15, 2012). "Based on the number of criminal proceedings opened against senior political officials, including against a number of former Presidents, it would appear that another significant source of laundered illicit income is public corruption. This fact illustrates the magnitude of the corruption problem, which makes the country vulnerable to organized crime." IMF REPORT, supra note 4, at 19.


40. IMF REPORT, supra note 4, at 15.

41. “Paraguay is the principal producer of marijuana in South America.” BTI REPORT, supra note 3, at 13; see also U.N. OFFICE ON DRUGS AND CRIME, 2008
contraband. In 2011, the U.S. Department of State’s Country Report on Terrorism found that Paraguay “remained hampered by ineffective immigration, customs, and law enforcement controls along its porous borders, particularly the Tri-Border Area (TBA) with Argentina and Brazil.” Then, it is not surprising that the illicit drug industry, along with IP piracy, human trafficking, and illegal logging have become major challenges to law enforcement officials in the impoverished Paraguay. In fact, Brazilian international criminal syndicates are exploiting the plight of the landless in Paraguay and Brazil, forcing pitched battles and fomenting social unrest, which lead to further political instability.

Likewise, international terrorists take advantage of the porous border to provide funding sources for their nefarious activities. “U.S. policy makers have long pointed to the tri-border area of Argentina, Brazil and Paraguay as a center for Arab radicalism.” Indeed, the Triple Frontier—the border area around Argentina, Brazil, and Paraguay—has been the center of activity for trafficking in...
counterfeit goods, and it is a base for Hezbollah and other terrorist groups.\textsuperscript{51} Lebanese citizens operating between Ciudad del Este in Paraguay and Foz Iguazu on the Brazilian side of the border, have been charged in criminal courts for their illegal activities; however, these Lebanese citizens were only convicted for tax evasion, rather than terrorism-related or money laundering crimes.\textsuperscript{52}

Notwithstanding this failure to connect Hezbollah to smuggling of counterfeit goods, intelligence sources believe that a network of money launderers in the Triple Frontier area are involved in the purchase of dual-use technology\textsuperscript{53} in order to assist Hezbollah’s war against Israel and the United States.\textsuperscript{54} Because many Latin American governments view Hezbollah as a legitimate political party in Lebanon, they are slow to use counterterrorism tactics to stem the


\textsuperscript{52} “In the last three years criminal proceedings were brought up against individuals operating at Paraguay’s borders with Brazil and Argentina, which had been designated in 2006 as terrorist financiers. No evidence of financial support to terrorist groups was found by the Paraguayan authorities, and the criminal cases ended with convictions for tax evasion against some of the indicted individuals.” IMF Report, supra note 4, at 20; cf. Gregory F. Treverton et al., Film Piracy, Organized Crime and Terrorism 75 (2009).


group’s activities. All this demonstrates that it will be difficult to rigorously protect legitimate businesses’ IP rights because few in Paraguay want to combat Hezbollah’s counterfeit importation racket.

Since knowledge-based economies are increasingly interested in finding ways to protect their revenue streams and obtain the royalties, license fees, and other charges associated with IP rights, it is no surprise that there is a renewed focus on the legal challenges that the current international IP regime faces. In 2008, the Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development estimated that IP pirates caused $250 billion in damages to the global economy. U.S. Secretary of Commerce Carlos Gutierrez and other U.S. officials had previously claimed that U.S. businesses alone lost $250 billion annually. While the U.S. Government Accountability Office rightly criticized this claim for its lack of credible evidence, violations of IP rights cost international media corporations and big pharmaceutical conglomerates billions of dollars annually. Moreover, counterfeiting and pirating cost innovators—small and big—and do little to incentivize research and development for new consumer products, new cures to illness, and the next big thing. But none of that really matters to Paraguayans who, on average, earn two dollars a day.

With such a condition of extreme poverty, legal niceties like IP rights are just that—legal niceties—and IP rights matter little to a

jobless person's need to find enough food to survive each day.61 Discussions about ADR methods, such as negotiation, mediation, and conciliation to settle IP disputes, including those related piracy, may be appropriate in Paraguay one day. But, until the Paraguayan people change their views on IP rights as a source of economic activity, and the Paraguayan political elites and law enforcement change their corrupt practices, it is a discussion that will have to wait. With Paraguay serving as a major hub for criminal organizations and terrorist groups, there are more pressing issues to address. It would be nice if over-litigating IP disputes was the only major problem this underdeveloped country in the heart of South America faces.

61. "Paraguay has long been known as a hub for the production and distribution of pirated DVDs, CDs, video games, and other products. The country has strong laws, but like most developing countries, there are not enough resources to enforce the laws. For the future of Paraguay's cultural patrimony and its own development, piracy must be stopped." See Professor James M. Cooper Addresses National Congress of Paraguay, CAL. W. NEWS (Sept. 4, 2012), http://blogs.cwsl.edu/news/2012/09/04/professor-james-m-cooper-addresses-national-congress-of-paraguay.